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IN-DEPTH FOCUS: qPCR
Mikael Kubista
TATAA Biocenter, Sweden

Prime time for qPCR
– raising the quality bar
Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction, better known as qPCR, is the most sensitive and specific
technique we have for the detection of nucleic acids. Even though it has been around for more than 30 years and is
preferred in research applications, it has still to win broad acceptance in routine. Main hurdles are the lack of
guidelines, standards, quality controls, and even proper methods to evaluate the diagnostic results. This is now
rapidly changing.
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was conceived in 1983 by Kary

publish the Minimum Information for Publication of Quantitative Real-

Mullis and soon after its first publication in 1986 it was refined into real-

Time PCR Experiments (MIQE) guidelines2. The MIQE guidelines are a

time PCR, which today is better known as quantitative real-time PCR

checklist of parameters related to the validation of the performance of

(qPCR). qPCR reaches the ultimate sensitivity of detecting a single

qPCR measurements that shall be reported when data are submitted

target molecule if it is present in the reaction container, its specificity is

for publication in scientific journals. The acceptance of MIQE is broad;

sufficient to distinguish targets that differ in a single base position only,

many leading journals request that submitted manuscripts reporting

it has virtually an infinite dynamic range, and replicate qPCR

qPCR data adhere to the guidelines to be considered for publication,

measurements are impressively reproducible. Still the technique finds

and companies produce instruments, reagents and tools that simplify

limited use in routine diagnostics and the results delivered are often

the compliance with MIQE. Biometric studies indicate that the

hard to compare between laboratories. So where is the problem? There

introduction of MIQE had a pronounced effect on the transparency and

are several problems.

hopefully also quality of published results supported by qPCR1.

One problem is that qPCR workers sometimes have the impression,

The second problem is preanalytics. Detailed studies using tools for

possibly from companies’ representatives, that qPCR is a very simple

the optimisation of experimental designs show that the confounding

method to use, which may lead to misuse. Necessary tests and

variation in a qPCR based analysis rarely, if ever (if performed correctly),

validations to secure the performance of the particular assays used

is dominated by the actual qPCR measurement3. Rather, most of the

and analyses performed may be neglected and relevant information

variation is introduced during the preanalytical steps: sampling,

describing the method is left out in reports and publications. The

transport, storage, extraction, and in case of RNA analysis, also during

situation grew more serious with, surprisingly, higher negligence in

the reverse transcription. This was studied extensively by the

reporting in the most prestigious journals1. Eventually, this led a group

consortium SPIDIA supported by the European Framework 7

of opinion leaders coordinated by Stephen Bustin to compile and

programme4. Sampling may dramatically influence genes’ expression by
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the abrupt change of the cells’ environment and milieu. For example,

In qPCR we record the Cq values, which are proportional to the negative

when blood is collected in EDTA tubes the cells remain live, but

log base two of the concentrations/number of molecules (–log2N) and

the Mg2+ is chelated, which has major impact on many biological

is efficiently logarithmic scale measurements. This has several

reactions. For expression profiling it is much better to collect blood into

implications for the analysis and interpretation of the data. For

a media that immediately lyses the cells and stabilises the RNA.

example, when measurements are performed on a negative sample, a

Sampling may also degrade the RNA by exposing it to nucleases or

method such as absorption records a signal proportional to the analyte

damaging it by added chemicals such as formalin used when preserving

concentration and for a negative sample it produces a read of the

tissues. The degradation affects transcripts differently leading to

background signal. From repeated measurements the standard

distorted profiles5. There are some assay design tricks to get data for

deviation (SD) of the background can be calculated and used as a basis
to estimate the lowest concentration of the analyte that can be reliably
detected. This concentration is known as the Limit of Detection (LOD).
SD of the background signal is also used to estimate the lowest analyte
concentration that can reliably be quantified, which is known as the
Limit of Quantification (LOQ). However, negative qPCR samples do not
produce reads; the amplification response curve is not expected to
cross the threshold line. Since no Cq values are obtained SD cannot be
calculated. Hence, it is not possible to estimate LOD and LOQ by the
standard procedures. Instead LOD has to be estimated differently, by
analysis of replicate standard curves 13. Working at 95 per cent
confidence LOD can be defined as the analyte concentration that
produces at least 95 per cent positive replicates. Under error-free

Figure 1: Limit of detection. Graph showing the fraction of replicate samples
that shows positive reads at different concentrations (log scale). The fitted data are
read out at the relevant confidence level (95%) to give the LOD of the test.
Analysis performed with GenEx22.

conditions, when only sampling (Poisson) noise contributes to
variation, LOD at 95 per cent confidence is three molecules14. For real
samples LOD is also affected by noise contributed by sampling,
extraction, RT, and qPCR, and can be substantially higher. When

more reliable comparison, but it is generally hard to analyse severely

experimentally determining LOD, standard samples’ concentrations

degraded samples. Partial degradation can be tested for with

should be around the expected LOD, concentration increments shall

electrophoresis, while more extensive degradation is better measured

be small (often 2-fold is used), and the number of replicates should be

using the long-short qPCR assay strategy6. Reverse transcription is less

large (a rough estimate can be obtained with only some six replicates,

reproducible than qPCR and its yield varies close to 200-fold depending

but precise estimates requires 20 or more). From a plot of the fraction

on conditions7,8. Sample handling may also introduce variation and even

of positive replicates vs. log2N LOD is determined (see Figure 1).

compromise the test material. Recent SPIDIA proficiency ring-trial

LOQ can also be determined from replicate standard curves. This

revealed that about one third of European routine laboratories have

time, though, SD is calculated for the responses of the replicate

issues extracting high quality RNA from blood9, and were offered

samples at the different concentrations. SD can be calculated in either

training at the TATAA Biocenter10. Partly encouraged by the results from

log scale (on Cq values) or linear scale15. It is expected to increase with

SPIDIA the European committee for standardisation has taken the

decreasing concentration due to sampling ambiguity, which produces

initiative to draft ISO guidelines for the preanalytical process in

an SD of 0.25 cycles at an average number of 35 molecules per analysed

molecular diagnostics11. These are expected to come into force by the

aliquot (see Figure 2), but also to other errors, such as losses due to

end of 2014.
In analytical and clinical chemistry it is routine to measure analytes
in complex matrices and estimate their concentrations by means of
standard curves. Much of the testing is overseen by regulatory bodies
that are different depending on the context and compliance with
guidelines requested. A key organisation developing guidelines for
molecular testing is the Laboratory and Clinical Standards Institute12.
Their guidelines EP5 ‘Evaluation of Precision Performance of
Quantitative Measurement’, EP6 ‘Evaluation of Precision Performance
of Clinical Chemistry Devices’, EP15 ‘User Verification of Performance for
Precision and Trueness’, and EP17 ‘Evaluation of Detection Capability
for Clinical Laboratory Measurement Procedures’ are potentially most
relevant for qPCR analysis of nucleic acids. A practical problem with
implementing the CLSI guidelines to qPCR data, however, is that the
guidelines primarily consider data measured in linear scale, i.e., where
the measured response is proportional to the amount of analyte,
and the equations and examples provided are for linear scale data.
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Figure 2: Minimal standard deviation. SD contribution from sampling ambiguity
(Poisson noise) on Cq14.
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percentage of molecules that is copied every cycle, and x is the total
number of cycles. Note, if the template is single-stranded, such as the
single-stranded cDNA typically produced by reverse transcription, or
a single-stranded vector or virus, one cycle has to be subtracted from x,
since the first cycle does not copy the number of template molecules;
rather it produces the complimentary copy17. The standard curve in
qPCR is used for two quite different purposes and depending on the
objective it should be designed differently. One objective is to test or
validate a newly designed or acquired assay. When testing the
performance of a new assay, purified, well-defined template such as a
cDNA library, plasmid, or synthetic DNA, and optimum conditions
Figure 3: Limit of quantification. Graph showing SD of replicate samples as
function of concentration (log scale). LOQ is the highest concentration below the
stipulated CV threshold (here 35%). Analysis performed with GenEx22.

should be used. Wide dynamic range should be covered and replicates
(preferably tetraplicates12) should be performed. The data are inspected
in a standard curve plot, showing the best linear fit and the WorkingHotelling confidence band indicating the area within which the fitted

adsorption to surfaces, decreasing reaction yields at lower

straight line is expected with stipulated confidence, and in a residuals

concentrations, less efficient reactions etc. Calculating SD on data in

plot showing the deviations of the measured data points from the best

logarithmic scale, such as the Cq values, has the advantage that data

fit (see Figure 4). The residuals plot is inspected for outliers, which can

are normally distributed and readily converted to confidence intervals

be done with e.g., the Grubbs’ test. One can also test the validity of the

(e.g., 67 per cent of the data expected to be within the mean +/- 1 SD

assumed linear model with runs test.

and 95 per cent within the mean +/- 2 SD). However, for easy
comparison with other techniques SD of qPCR replicates is often
recalculated into linear scale and expressed in percentage as the
relative standard deviation, also known as the coefficient of variation
(CV = 100xSD/mean), following the outline in the handbook of the
National Institute of Standards and Technology16. There is no general
guidance about the threshold value of LOQ. What is reasonable varies
from case to case and depends on the complexity of the samples and
the required precision in the follow-up decision-making based on the
measured results. For many projects at TATAA, we specify LOQ as
the concentration at which CV ≤ 35 per cent. The precision of the LOQ
estimate depends on the number of replicates and the concentration
increments. A useful estimate can usually be obtained from the regular
standard curves, which then have to be performed in at least triplicates
and usually are based on 10-fold dilutions (see later on). LOQ is then the
lowest concentration for which CV is below the stated threshold (see

Figure 4: qPCR standard curve. Cq versus the log of the initial number of template
molecules in standard samples. Data are fitted to a straight line. Working-Hotelling
confidence band is indicated with dashed red lines. Inset shows residuals plot.
Analysis performed with GenEx22.

Figure 3). Also, LOQ cannot be lower than LOD. If more precise estimate
of LOQ is required higher number of replicates and smaller

From the fit the PCR efficiency is estimated as well as its confidence

concentration increments around the expected LOQ can be sued.

interval17,18. For the example data in Figure 4, PCR efficiency is estimated

Notably, SD can also increase towards higher concentrations. This is

at 96 per cent, with the 95 per cent confidence interval: 92 per cent < 96

usually not due to the PCR, but can be an artifact of base-line

per cent < 99 per cent. The efficiency is high and estimated with high

subtraction. More often, though, increased variation at high

precision as reflected by the narrow confidence interval. The confidence

concentration is due to saturation of the extraction kit used, limiting

interval is narrow because a rather large number (21) of standards was

amounts of some critical reagent, or contamination. If SD of replicates

included and a wide concentration range was covered. Today, when

at high concentration also exceeds threshold, both values are reported

powerful assay design tools are available, PCR efficiencies for normal

and referred to as the lower limit of quantification (LLOQ) and the upper

RNA targets should reach an efficiency of 90 per cent or more, and most

limit of quantification (ULOQ). The stated precision of the test is then

professional assay suppliers do deliver assays of high quality. This is

only valid within these limits.

important, particularly if the assay shall be used for analysis of complex

The qPCR standard curve is based on the linear relation between

matrices, since well performing assays are more robust and therefore

the input amount of double-stranded template and the measured

less prone to inhibition. A common mistake is to perform multiple

Cq value:

independent estimates of PCR efficiency, each based on rather a few
x

Nx = N0(1+E)

standard samples, and use it to correct for day-to-day variations or drift
in the performance of the reaction. Such independent standard curves

N0 is the number of double-stranded template molecules present

will produce different estimates of the PCR efficiency, but this variation

initially in the test-tube, 0<E<1 is the PCR efficiency reflecting the

does not reflect true changes in the PCR efficiency; rather they vary
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because each standard curve has its particular random noise that has

genomic DNA may compromise efficiency. The effect of length can be

significant impact on the efficiency estimate when only few standards

tested by excising a fragment containing the template using restriction

have been used. Estimating the confidence interval of the PCR

enzymes. Some native targets are in tight complexes with other

efficiency is therefore pertinent to reliable analysis.

biomolecules, such as for example eukaryotic DNA being tightly bound
by histone proteins in chromatin, or having a protective shield, such as
viruses and bacteria. These complexes and interactions may have
pronounced effects on the accessibility to the native target and must be
mimicked by the standards. Also, the sample matrix usually influences
the measurement. Complex matrixes such as blood, faeces, lipid
containing tissues, sewer and soil samples etc., may substantially
inhibit PCR as well as the reverse transcription, if RNA is measured, and
this inhibition must be accounted for in the quantitative analysis. This
shall be done using standards constructed in as similar matrix as
possible. Recommended procedure is to produce the standard samples
by mixing a negative sample and a positive sample, both in
representative matrix, at different ratio to cover a relevant
concentration range.
When designing standard curves for calibration it is advisable to

Figure 5: Calibration. Calibration with standard curve. At the measured Cq
the standard curve and the Working-Hotelling band are intersected to read out the
estimated concentration and confidence interval. Analysis performed with GenEx22.

establish the linear range of the standard curve. The is done by fitting
the data also to a second and third order polynomials and test if the
coefficients for the higher order polynomials are significant compared to

The other objective to construct a standard curve is to use it as

the coefficient of the first order polynomial, which is the slope of the

calibrator to estimate the concentrations of the analyte in field

standard curve12. If they are significant at a stated confidence (typically

samples. For this purpose the standard samples should be prepared

95 per cent) the data deviate from linearity. The data in Figure 4 (page 65)

quite differently. If DNA is analysed the standards should of course be

do not pass the linearity test. Inspection of the residual plot reveals that

based on DNA, but if RNA is being quantified the standards should

all three replicates at the highest concentration are larger than predicted

be based on RNA to also account for the performance of the reverse

by the linear fit, indicating deviation from linearity. This is at the highest

transcription reaction. As already said, single-stranded standards

concentration in the studied range. We have found this quite frequently,

should be used when quantifying single-stranded targets. Linear

particularly when broad range is covered. The most concentrated

standards should be used for quantification of linear targets. Many

samples then have very low Cq values and base-line subtraction,

naturally occurring DNA molecules, such as mitochondrial DNA,

particularly on some instruments, may be prone to systematic error

chloroplast DNA, many bacterial chromosomes, virus and plasmids are

leading to deviation from linearity. Of course, the dynamic range may

circular, and in their natural state they are supercoiled. The degree of

also be limited by reproducibility, but this is more often at low

supercoiling, which vary with the state of the cells and may also be

concentration as influences rather the LOQ than the linear range.

affected by the extraction procedure, has a pronounced effect on the

Once the dynamic range of the standard curve has been

priming efficiency of the native template. To avoid bias due to

established, it can be used to predict the concentrations of field

supercoiling circular templates shall be linearised. The template length

samples. Prediction is simple: from the measured Cq value the

may affect PCR efficiency, for example, because of flanking sequences

intercept is subtracted and the difference is divided by the slope, which

in the native molecule folding back on the template sequences making

gives the concentration in logarithmic scale. The precision of the

it less available for the primers. Also, local supercoiling in eukaryotic

estimate is obtained by calculating the confidence band of the fit also
taking into account the imprecision of the

Table 1: Concentration estimates. Concentrations of field samples including confidence intervals estimated in
logarithmic and linear scales. Note, while the confidence interval in logarithmic scale is essentially symmetric around
the mean, it is asymmetric in linear scale. Analysis performed with GenEx22.

measured Cq of the field sample18,19. This is
illustrated graphically in Figure 5: the
standard curve is entered from the left at
the level of the measured Cq; the best
estimate is read out from the standard curve
and the confidence interval is obtained by
reading out the confidence band. The
confidence interval is essentially symmetric
around the best concentration estimate on
the x-axis, which, is in logarithmic scale.
As consequence, when converted to linear
scale, the confidence interval around the
best concentration estimate is asymmetric
(see Table 1).
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The last problem is about the calibration of standards. Even though

Software tools for statistical analysis of qPCR data compliant with the

we know how to produce standards and use them for calibration, we

guidelines are emerging22. To say everything is in place would be an

also need means to calibrate the standards. This has historically been

exaggeration, but qPCR is taking major leaps forward to become

tricky. The standards we use in the research or diagnostic laboratory are

accepted in the realm of the routine.

known as secondary standards and should be related to a primary
standard that is common to all the laboratories to ascertain they report
comparable values. To calibrate standard either a reference standards
or a reference method is needed. This has not been available for
qPCR or rather for molecular diagnostics, and organisations such as the
World Health Organisation has made consensus standards available20.
A consensus standard is produced by sharing a sample among
leading laboratories that analyse it and report a test value. The average
of the test values is then assumed to be the concentration of the
standard. There are many issues with this approach, but recently a new
possibility emerged. Digital PCR is a technique to determine the
number of DNA target molecules in a sample without comparing
with a standard. The sample, which should be rather diluted, is
distributed across a very large number of reaction containers. If the
number of containers is much larger than the number of target
molecules, most containers will not contain any target DNA and most of
the rest will contain a single target. All containers are analysed by PCR
and counting the number of positive reactions determines, after small
correction for Poisson variation, the number of target molecules that
were present in the samples21. dPCR offers a most wanted reference
method to calibrate standards for qPCR use, and was recently
introduced by NIST in their development of Standard Reference
Materials (SRMs) for molecular diagnostics16.
In conclusion, the research community is rapidly becoming
educated about qPCR through the MIQE guidelines that have
become broadly accepted by the community, enforced by prestigious
journals, and embraced by the leading instrument/reagents
manufactures and service providers 1. The preanalytics has been
studied by SPIDIA and guidelines are expected through ISO 4,11.
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